
ilo

MASSAGE / AIR

2 Dual rotating nozzles 95mm

4 Rotating nozzles 95mm

4 Multi-directional nozzles 95mm

6 Multi-directional nozzles 70mm

14 Air massage jets

EQUIPMENT
1 Aromatherapy diffuser

1
LED

Multi-colour LED underwater light

1 Skimmer (1 cartridge)

3 Height adjustable head rests

1 Rigid cover

1 Spa pack SP601 with blower and ozonator

WEIGHT (ESTIMATIED) / VOLUME

Ilo, contemporary luxury

With its restrained, soothing, minimalist lines, Ilo embodies 

contemporary style and function. Beautiful to look at, 

delightful to use, this spa has been cleverly sized to pass 

easily through the interior doors of modern apartments. 

Another distinctive feature that sets Ilo apart, a reversible 

lounger seat that allows you to either stretch out for some 

relaxing conversation, or adopt a more cosy side by side 

semi reclined position. 

71 cm

spafrance.fr

3 positions
16 massage nozzles

SURROUNDS

Red Cedar Coral Havana Grey

The portable version features an attractive surround made of 

-  Solid red cedar 7 mm thick. 

-  Composite wood (grey, havana, coral).

AVAILABLE COLOURS

Marble white Azure blue BronzeCrystal black

Sahara quarite Blue quarite Green quariteGrey quarite

Quartz

remote spa pack

maximum distance

Remote installation kits are available 

to allow installation of the spa pack 

at a distance from our in-ground 

and portable spas.

REMOTE INSTALL KITS

These kits comprise 7.5 metres of the various tubes and hoses required to 

connect the spa pack (blower, heater, ozonator, two-speed pump and massage 

pumps).

Portable or

in-ground version

Empty/full weight 200 Kg / 780 Kg

Water volume 580 litres

Dimension Portable version
L

l

h
206 cm (L) x 140 cm (W) x 71 cm (H)

Dimension In-ground version
L

l

h
202 cm (L) x 136.6 cm (W) x 66.5 cm (H)

Removable step 98 cm (L) x 41.5 cm (W) x 39.5 cm (H)



MASSAGE ZONES

CONTROLS

Lounger seat W 1 Lounger seat W 2
Bucket

seat 1

Neck
2x

Shoulders
2x  2x

Back
2x 2x 2x

Lower

back 2x 2x

Legs
4x 4x 4x

Feet
2x

1 Touch control panel

2 Air jet controls

1 Diverting valve

Rotating nozzles 95mm

Dual rotating nozzles 95mm

Multi-directional nozzles 95mm

Air massage jets

Multi-directional nozzles 70mm

LED
1

2

Discover

the Spafrance configuration software tool

Each spa comes with an isothermal safety cover that keeps water 

warm and prevents evaporation.

5 years against any flaw in the shell or shell surface.

2 years against plumbing and component defects.

Digital display, blower controls, 

diverting valves: simply press 

or twirl to control the wave of 

bubbles deferling over your 

body to procure a soothing or 

invigorating massage depending 

on your mood. Installation is 

just as simple, a quick fit pre- 

assembled spa pack and intelligent pre-programming means

you can simply ‘plug and play’.

Warm and welcoming, highly charged, romantic… Use your

spa’s various functions to match the ambiance to your mood.

GUARANTEES
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